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This paper introduces a new model of exchange: networks, rather thar\ markets, of
buyers and sellers, it begins with the empirically motivated premise that a buyer and
seller must have a relationship, a "link." to e.xchange goods. Networks—buyers,
sellers, and the pattern of links connecting them—are common exchange environ-
ments. This paper develops a methodology to study network structures and explains
whv agents may form networks. In a model that captures characteri.stics of a variety
of industries, the paper shows that buyers and sellers, acting strategically in their
own self-interests, can form the network structures that maximize overall welfare.
(JEL D"()0. LOO)

This paper develops a new model of eco-
nomic exchange: networks, rather than markets,
of buyers and sellers. In contrast to the assump-
tion that buyers und sellers are anonymous, this
paper begins with the empirically motivated
premise that a buyer and seller must have a
relationship, or "link," to engage in exchange.
Broadly delined. a "link" is anything that makes
possible or adds value to a particular bilateral
exchange. An extensive literature in sociology,
anthropology, as well as economics, records the
existence and multifaceted nature of such links.
In manufacturing, customized equipment or any
specific asset is a link between two firms.' Re-
lationships with extended family members, co-
cthnics, or "fictive kin" are links that reduce
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' For example. Brian tJzzi's (1996) study reveals the
naturt of link.s in New York City's garment industry. Links
embody "tine-grained infonnation" about a manufacturer's
ivirticular siylc. Only with this information can a supplier
ijuickly produce a garment to the manufacturer's specifica-
tions.

information asymmetries.^ Personal connec-
tions between managers and bonds of trust are
links that facilitate business transactions.^ There
is now a large body of research on how such
bilateral relationships facilitate cooperation, in-
vestment, and exchange. Some research also
considers how an altemative partner or "outside
option" affects the relationship.** However,
there has been virtually no attempt to examine
the realistic situation in which both buyers and
sellers may have costly links with multiple trad-
ing partners.

This paper develops a theory of investment
and exchange in a network, where a network is
a group of buyers, sellers, and the pattern of the
links that connect them. An economic theory of
networks must consider questions not encoun-
tered when buyers and sellers are assumed to be
anonymous. Because a buyer can obtain a good

^ See, for example. Avncr Grcif (1993), Janet Tai Landa
(1994). and Kranton (19%). These links are particularly
important in developing countries, e.g., Hemando de Soto
(1989). They also facilitate intemationai trade (Atessandra
Casella and James E. Rauch, 1997).

^ For a classic description see Stewart Macauley (l%3).
John McMillan and Christopher Woodruff (1999) show the
importance of ongoing relations between firms in Vietnam
for the extension nf trade credit.

•* The second-sourcing literature considers how an alter-
nate source alters the terms of trade between a buyer and
supplier. See. for example, Joel S. Demski et al. (1987).
Joseph Fairell and Nancy T. Gallini (1988), David T. Scheff-
man and Spiiler (1992). and Michael H. Riordan (1996).
Susan Helper and David I. Levine (1992) sttidy an environ-
ment where the "outside option" is a market.
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from a seller only if the two are linked, the
pattern of links affects competition for goods
and the potential gains from trade. Many new
questions arise: Given a pattern of links, how
might exchange take place? Who trades with
whom and at what "equilibrium" prices? Is the
outcome of any competition for goods efficient?
The link pattern itself is an object of study.
What are the characteristics of efficient link
patterns? What incentives do buyers and sellers
have to build links, and when are these individ-
ual incentives aligned wilh social welfare?

Networks are interesting, and complex, ex-
change environments when buyers have links to
multiple sellers and sellers have links to multi-
ple buyers. We see multiple links in many set-
tings. The Japanese electronics industry is
famous for its interconnected network structure
(see e.g., Toshihiro Nishiguchi, 1994). Manu-
facturers work with several subcontractors,
transferring know-how and equipment, and
"qualify" these subcontracters to assemble spe-
cific final products and ship them to customers.
Subcontractors, in turn, shift production to fill
the orders of different manufacturers. Similariy,
in Modena, Italy, the majority of artisans who
assemble clothing for garment manufacturers
work for at least three clients. These manufac-
turers in tum spread their work among many
artisans (Mark Lazerson, 1993).'' Annalee Sax-
enian (1994) attributes the innovative successes
of Silicon Valley to its interconnected, rather
than vertically integrated, industrial structure,
and Alien J. Scott (1993) reaches a similar
conclusion in his study of electronics and engi-
neering subcontracting in the Southern Califor-
nian defense industry.

In this paper, we explore two reasons why
networks emerge, one economie, the other stra-
tegic. First, networks can allow buyers and sell-
ers collectively to pool uncertainty in demand, a
motive we see in many of the above examples.
When sellers have links to more buyers, they
are insulated from the difficulties facing any one
buyer. And when buyers purchase from the
same set of sellers, there is a saving in overall
investment costs. As for the strategic motiva-
tion, multiple links can enhance an agent's com-

' Elsewhere in the garment industry, we find a similar
pattern (Uzzi, 1996; Pamela M. Cawthome, 1995),

petitive position. With access to more sources
of supply (demand), a buyer (seller) secures
better terms of trade.

To capture these motivations we specify a
game where buyers form links, then compete
to obtain goods from their linked sellers. We
implicitly assume that agents do not act coop-
eratively; they cannot write state-contingent,
long-term binding contracts to set links, future
prices, or side payments.'' We consider a styl-
ized general setting: Sellers can each produce
one (indivisible) unit of output. Buyers desire
one unit each and have private, uncertain valu-
ations for a good."" A buyer can purchase froin a
seller if and only if the two are linked. We then
ask: What is the relationship between agents"
individual self-interests and collective interests?
Can buyers and sellers, acting noncooperatively to
maxiinize their own profits, form a network struc-
ture that maximizes overall economic surplus?

To answer these questions, we first explore
the relationship between the link pattern and
agents' competitive positions in a network. We
represent competition for goods hy a general-
ization of an ascending-bid auction, analogous
to the fictional Walrasian auctioneer in a market
setting.'̂  Our first set of results shows that this
natural price-formation process can lead to an
efficient allocation of goods in a network. The
buyers that value the goods the most obtain the
goods, subject only to the physical constraints

^ Such contracts may be difficult to specify and enforce
and are even likely to be illegal. An established literature in
industrial organization considers how contractual incom-
pleteness shapes economic outcomes (Oliver E. William-
son. 1975: Sanford J. Grossman and Oliver D. Hart, 1986;
Han and John Moore. 1990).

' This setting captures the characteristics- of at least the
following industries particularly well: clothing, electronic
components, and engineering services. They share the fol-
lowing features: uncertain demand for inputs because of
frequently changing styles and technology, supply-side in-
vestment in quality-enhancing assets, .spccilic investments
in buyer-seller relationships, and small batches of output
made in buyers' specitications. In short, sellers in these
industries could be described as "flexible specialists." to use
Michael J. Piore and Charles R Sabel's (1984) tenn. See
above references for studies of apparel industries. Edward
H. Lorcn? (1989). Scott (1993). and Nishiguchi (1994)
study the engineering and electronics industries in southern
California, Japan and Britain, and France, respectively.

" This auction model can be used whenever there arc
multiple, interlinked buyers and sellers and has several
desirable properties including ease uf calculating payoffs.
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of ihe link pattern. Furthermore, the prices re-
flect the link pattern. A buyer's revenues are
exactly the marginal social value of its partici-
pation in the network.^

Our main result shows that when buyers com-
pete in this way, their individual incentives to
build links can be aligned with economic wel-
fare. Efficient network structures are always an
equilibrium outcome. Indeed, for small link
costs, efficient networks are the only equilibria.
Fhese results may seem surprising in a setting
where buyers build links strategically, and es-
pecially surprising in light of our finding that
buyers may have very asymmetric positions in
efficient networks. Yet. it is the ex post compe-
liiion for goods that yields efficient outcomes.
Because of competition, no buyer can capture
stirplus generated by the links of other buyers.
Rather, a buyer's profit is equal to its contribu-
tion to overall economic welfare.

By studying competitive buyers and sellers,
this paper advances the economic theory of
networks."*The most closely related work is by
Matthew O. Jackson and Asher Wolinsky
(19%) who examine strategic link formation in
a general setting." They find, using a value
function that allocates network surplus to the
nodes (players), that efficient networks need not
be stable. In our economic environment agents
lace uncertainty, asymmetric information, and
Ltintractual incompleteness. These features con-
strain the possible allocations of surplus and

"̂  These revenues are robust to different models of com-
petition. By the payoff equivalence theorem (Roger B.
Mycrson. 1981). any mechanism that allocates giwds effi-
ciently must yield the same marginal revenues. We discuss
this point further below.

'" By theory of "networks." we mean theory that explic-
itly examines links between individual agents. The word
•"networks'" has been used in the literature to describe many
phenomena. "Network externalities" describes an environ-
ment where an agent's gain from adopting a technology
depends on how many other agents also adopt the technol-
ogy (see Michael L. Katz and Carl Shapiro, 1994). In this
and many other settings, the links between individual agents
may IK- critical to economic outcomes, but have not yet been
iiRtirpnrated in economic modeling.

" Much previous research on networks (e.g.. Myerson,
1*)77: Bhaskar Dutta et al,. 1998) employs cooperative
equilibrium concepts. There is also now a growing body of
research on strategic link formation (see e.g.. Jackson and
Misun Watts. 1998; Venkatesh Bala and Sanjeev Goyal.
21KKI). Ken Hendricks et al. (1999) study su-atcgic formation
o{ airline networks.

make efficiency more difficult to achieve. Fur-
thermore, we focus on a specific environment,
that of buyers and sellers. The combinatoric
methods we develop may be used to examine
other bipartite settings, such as supervisory hi-
erarchies in firms and intemationai trading
blocs.'^

More generally, this research adds to our
understanding of economic institutions. Fol-
lowing R. H. Coase (1937). economists have
distinguished between market and nonmarkel
institutions. Networks arc nonmarket institu-
tions with important market-like characteristics:
exchange is limited to linked pairs, but buyers
and sellers may form links strategically and
compete. The theory here captures both aspects
of networks. We can use this theory to compare
networks to other institutions on either side of
the spectrum—markets and vertically integrated
firms.'^ Furthermore, there are many institu-
tional features of networks that can be built onto
the basic structure developed here. We indicate
directions for future research in the conclusion.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section I constructs the basic model of networks
and develops notions of efficiency and compe-
tition for the network setting. Sections II and III
consider individual incentives to build links and
the efficiency of link patterns. Section IV
concludes.

I. Competition and Exchange
in Buyer-Seller Networks

This section develops a theory of competition
and exchange in networks. We begin with a
basic model of buyers, sellers, and links, We
then develop a model of competition in a
network.

A, The Basic Model of Buyer-Seller Networks

There are B buyers, each of whom demands
one indivisible unit of a good. We denote the set
of buyers as B. Each buyer /. or /?,, has a
random valuation n, for a good. The valuations

'^ In our analysis we use a powerlul. yet intuitive, result
from the mathematics of combinatorics known as the Mar-
riage Theorem. With this Theorem we can systematically
analyze bipartite network structures.

'^ See Kranton and Minehart (2(X)0b).
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are independently and identically distributed on
[0, ^) with continuous distribution f. We as-
sume the distribution is common knowledge,
and the realization of z/, is private information.
There are 5 sellers who each have the capacity
to produce one indivisible unit of a good at zero
cost. We denote the set of sellers by S.

A buyer can obtain a good from a seller if and
only if the two are linked. E.g., a link is a
specific asset, and with this asset the buyer has
a value f, > 0 for the seller's good. We use the
notation g^i = 1 to indicate that a buyer / and a
seller j are linked and gjj = 0 when they are
not. These links form a link pattern, or graph,
G.'"* AnerH'orA consists of tbe set of buyers and
sellers and the link pattern.

In a network, the link pattern determines
which buyers can obtain goods from which sell-
ers; that is, the link pattern determines the fea-
sible allocations of goods. An allocation, A, is
feasible only if it respects the pattern of links.
That is, a buyer i that is allocated seller/s good
must actually be linked to seller^. '"̂  In addition,
no buyer can be allocated to more tban one
seller's good, and no seller's good can be allo-
cated to more than one buyer. "̂

To teli us when an allocation of goods is
feasible in a given network, we use the Mar-
riage Theorem—a result from tbe mathematics
of combinatorics and an important tool for our
analysis.' Tbe theorem asks: Given popula-
tions of women and men, when it is possible to
pair each woman with a man who she knows,
and no man or woman is paired more than once?
In our setting, tbe buyers are "women," the sellers
are "men," and the links indicate which women
know which men. To use this theorem, it is con-
venient to define the set of sellers linked to a
particular set of buyers, and vice versa. For a

'•* It is often convenient to write G as a B X 5 matrix
where the element g,j indicates whether buyer / and seller;
are linked.

'"̂  An allocation of goods. A, can be written as a B X 5
matrix, where «,, = 1 when fe, is allocated a good from Sj
and a^j = 0 otherwise.

"" Formally, an allocation A is feasible given graph G if
and only if a,j ^ g,, for all /, j and for each buyer i, if there
is a seller; such that a,y = 1 then ti,.̂  = 0 for all * ^ j and
Qij = 0 for all / It (".

" Also known as Hall's Theorem, see R. C. Bose and B.
Manvel (1984 pp. 205-09) or other combinatorics/graph
theory text for an exposition.

Si S2 S3

FIGURE 1. EXAMPLE OP A BUYER-SELLER NETWORK

subset of buyers S, let WB) denote tbe set of
sellers linked to any buyer in 3. We call LCB),
'S's linked set of sellers and say tbe buyers in ®
are linked, collectively, to tbese sellers. Similarly,
for a subset of sellers S, let L{S) denote tbese
sellers' linked set of buyers.

THE MARRIAGE THEOREM; For a subset
of sellers S containing S sellers and for a subset
of buyers 3 containing B buyers, there is a
feasible allocation of goods such that every
buyer in S obtains a good from a seller in S if
and only if every subset S ' C S containing k
buyers is linked, collectively, to at least k sellers
in S, for each Jt, 1 < ft < B."*

To determine wbetber an allocation of goods
is feasible in a given network, we simply use the
counting algorithm provided by the Marriage
Theorem. Our first example demonstrates.

Example 1 [Feasible Allocations of Goods in
a Network]: In Figure 1 ask wbetber there is a
feasible allocation in whicb buyers Z?,, fc-,, and
b^ all obtain goods. Eyeing tbe graph, it is clear
the answer is no. Tbe Marriage Theorem gives
us tbe following metbod to prove such an out-
come in general: Take the set of buyers {^1,^2'
^3). Consider all subsets with k = 1, 2, 3
buyers. Then count the number of sellers in
their linked sets. In this network, there are three
sellers in the linked set of [b^, 6,, ^3.}, that
is L{{b,, bj. b3}) = {S|, Sj, S3}. The subset
{fri, bj), however, has only one seller in its

'" Note that not alt sellers need to be paired tn a buyer,
and a necessary condition for the proposition to hold is that
S ^ B.
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l inked set: L ({ i? , , 6 2 ) ) = i^})- It mus t contain
at least two sellers to satisfy the theorem. There-
lore, ihcre is no feasible alkx:ation in which buy-
ers 1.2, and 3 all obtain gcx)d.s. In contrast, there
is a feasible allocation in which buyers b2, h^. and
/?j all obtain goods (fê  f'"O"i -^i' ̂ 3 fron^ -̂ '.v ̂ "*̂  ^4
from S2). The condition of the theorem is satisfied;
there are three sellers in the linked set of {/̂ j. ^3-
b^). There are two sellers in the linked set of each
suhset of two buyers, and each single buyer is
linked to at least one seller.

B. Gains from Exchange and Efficient
Allocations of Goods

Economic surplus is generated when buyers
procure goods from sellers. The level of surplus
will depend on which buyers obtain goods,
since buyers' valuations differ. Let v = (i;,,...,
I'B) be a vector of buyers' realized valuations.
The economic surplus associated with an allo-
cation A is the sum of the valuations of the
buyers that secure goods in A. We denote the
surplus as H'(V. A). **

We focus on the allocations that yield the high-
est possible surplus, given the network link pat-
tem. As we saw above, the link pattem constrains
Ihe allocation of goods. It may not be feasible for
a buyer to obtain a good even though it has a high
valuation. Of the feasible allocations, an efficient
allocation yields the highest surplus from ex-
change. In this allocation, the buyers with the
highest valuations of goods obtain goods when-
ever possible given the link pattern.'' We denote
the etficient allocation by A*(v; G).

The next example demonstrates the effi-
cient allocation of goods in a network for a
particular realization of buyers' valuations. In
Ihis allocation, a buyer that has a high valu-
ation does not obtain a good. Yet, the alloca-
tion yields the highest possible surplus, given
the pattern of links.

'** We can wrile M'(V. A) - v • A • I, where 1 is an S X
1 matrix where each elemenl is 1.

^" Several allocations may yield ihe same surplus. How-
ever, without loss of generality, we can restrict attention to
fi/uivulenl (illocations—allocations in which the same sub-
sets of buyers obtain goi>ds and the same subset of sellers
prtxiucc g(X)ds. This is because buyer / earns v^ in any
;i!liKaiion in which ir obtains a good and seller/s cost does
nol depend on which huyer obtains its good.

Example 2 [Efficient Allocation of Goods in a
Network]: Consider again the network in Fig-
ure I. Suppose buyers' realized valuations have
the following order: Vf > V2 > i'3 > v^ > v^.

For these valuations, the efficient allocation
pairs fc, with51. bj, with Sj,, and b^ with 5,. The
surplus from this allocation is t', + xr^ + x'^. The
only other allocations that could yield higher
stirplus would allocate goods to buyers {b^, b2,
/j,} or {/?,, b2, b^}. But, using the Marriage
Theorem, we see that these allocations are not
feasible given this link pattem.

By taking the efficient allocation of goods for
each realization of buyers' valuations, we can
determine the highest possible expected surplus
from exchange in a given network. Let //(G) be
the maximal gross economic surplus obtainable
for a link pattem G.^' We have

, A*(v;G))]

where the expectation is taken over all the pos-
sible realizations of buyers' valuations.^"

C. Competition in a Network

With the basic model in hand, we now de-
velop a model of competition in a network. We
use this model to examine how link pattems
affect prices and allocations of goods. The gen-
eralization of an English, or ascending-bid, auc-
tion that we construct allows for an easy,
reasonable, yet exact analysis where we can
"see" the competition.̂ "^ For any realization of
buyers' valuations, we can compute the equilib-
rium allocation, prices, and division of surplus.

We view the auction as an abstraction of the

'̂ Later, when we introduce link and investmeni costs,
we will distinguish this value from net economic surplus.

^^This expectation is straightforward to calculate. The
efficient allocation depends only on the ordering of buyers'
valuations, not their absolute levels. The expectation, H(G).
can be written as an expectation over the order statistics of
the distribution F (see Kranton and Minehart. 2(XK)b).

-'Gabrielle Demange et al. (1986) develop an ascend-
ing-bid auction for multiple buyers and sellers and general
preferences. They do not analyze, however, strategic bid-
ding. We solve for a perfect Bayesian equilibrium of the
auction game. Independently. Fanik Gul and Ennio Stac-
chetti (2000) also show that truthful bidding is an equilib-
rium outcome of such an ascending-bid auction.
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way goods are actually allocated and prices
negotiated in a network setting, in a sense sim-
ilar to the fiction of the Walrasian auctioneer.̂ "^
As in a market, the outcome of the competition
has several desirable features. First, the alloca-
tion of goods is efficient. Despite that buyers'
valuations are private information, the buyers
with the highest valuations obtain goods when-
ever possible given the link pattem. Second, the
resulting payoffs are "stable:" no buyer and
seller can renegotiate the prices or allocation to
their mutual benefit."̂ ^ The prices themselves
reflect the social opportunity costs of exchange.
We will see below that these properties are
critical for buyers to have the correct incentives
to build links.

We provide an overview of the auction here
and refer the reader to Appendix A for a formal
analysis.

Recall, tirst, a standard ascending-bid auction
with one seller. The price rises from zero, and
each buyer decides at each moment whether to
remain in the bidding or drop out. As is well
known, it is a weakly dominant strategy for
each buyer to remain in the bidding until the
price reaches its valuation. The price then rises
until it reaches the second-highest valuation,
and the buyer with the highest valuation secures
the good at this price. As long as the number of
buyers in the bidding exceeds the supply (of
one), the price rises. As soon as the number of
bidders equals the supply, the auction "clears."

In our generalization, sellers simultaneously
hold ascending-bid auctions, where the going
price is the same across all sellers. As this price
rises frotn zero, each buyer decides whether to
drop out of the bidding of each of its linked
sellers' auctions. The price rises until enough
buyers have dropped out so that there is a subset
of sellers for whom "demand equals supply."
We call such a subset a cleamhle set of sellers.
The auctions of these sellere "clear" at the cur-

^ Tbere are. bowever. some Instances where auctions
arc actually used, as in defense subcontracting and the shoe
industry in Brazil (Huben Schmitz. 1995 p. 14).

^̂  Because only buyer-seller pairs generate surplus, the
outcome is alsii in the core (Lloyd S. Shapley and Martin
Shubik. 1972). Kranton and Minebart (200(la) con.siders
general properties of pairwise-stable payoffs in networks.
The auction yields the lowest payoffs for sellers in the set of
all pairwise-stable payoffs.

rent price. (Appendix A shows the clearing rule
is well defined.) If there are remaining sellers,
the price continues to rise until all sellers have
sold their goods. We prove that it is an equilib-
riutn (following elimination of weakly domi-
nated strategies) for each buyer to remain in the
bidding in each of its linked sellers' auctions up
to its valuation of a good.

The next example illustrates the auction and
demonstrates how a link pattem shapes the
competition for goods.

Example 3 [Auction Representation of Com-
petition in a Network]: In Figure 1. we sup-
pose that buyers' valuations are realized in the
order y, > i^ > i'3 > v^ > v^ > 0. At /> ^ 0,
the demand exceeds supply for all subsets of
.sellers. Tbe price rises until it reaches v^ when
h^ drops out of the auction of x,. Now {.s,- ^:^}
constitutes a clearable set of sellers; i.e., there
are only two buyers {h^ and h^) remaining in
the bidding for these sellers' goods and there is
a feasible allocation in which these buyers ob-
tain goods from these sellers. The buyers each
pay a price of p = I's- Buyer 3 purchases from
Sj. while buyer 4 purchases from .v̂ . There are
still two buyers, i>, and b2, who demand the
remaining good of 5,. Since there is excess
demand for 5,, the price continues to rise. The
price rises until il reaches i/̂  at which point /?,
drops out. Buyer 1 purchases from.?, at/7 = v-,.
Note that the auction achieves the efficient al-
location of goods. As we discussed in the pre-
vious exampie. the efficient allocation given the
link pattern is for /J , , by, and h^ to purchase
goods.

For any network, we can easily calculate the
payoffs from this equilibrium of the auction;
indeed, the ease of calculation is a useful feature
of this model of competition. Given a link pat-
tem G, let vJ'(G) denote the expected payoff to
buyer / in this equilibrium, and let Vj(G) denote
the expected payoff to seller/ We will refer lo
Ihese payoffs as '"V-payoffs." We can calculate
agents' V-payoffs using the order statistics of
the distribution F?^ Let X"'-^ be the random

^*See Kranton and Minebart (2000b) for the prmil
that we can restrict attention to the ordering of buyers'
valuations.
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S3

2. NETWORK FOR EXAMPLE 4

variable which is the nth highest valuation of B
buyers, that is X" " is the nth order statistic. The
following exatnple demonstrates the calculation
of expected payoffs.

E.Kample 4 {Expected Payoffs from Competi-
tion in a Network]: In Figure 2, for any real-
ization of buyers' valuations, the price will rise
until it reaches the lowest valuation of the buy-
ers. X"* •*. The three buyers with the top three
valuations will then purchase at that price. A
buyer expects to have the highest, second high-
est, third highest, or lowest valuation with equal
probability. The V-payoffs for each buyer are
therefore VA EX'"" + VAEX'"'^ + V^EX^'^ -

This representation of competition in a net-
work has several properties that any frictionless
model of network competition should satisfy.
I-irst. the equilibrium allocation of goods is ef-
ficient. The buyers that value goods the most
obtain goods, subject to the constraints of tbe
link pattem.^^ Example 3 demonstrates this fea-
ture. Despite that buyers have private informa-
tion, buyers bid truthfully. They do not hedge
their bids or adopt other strategies that would
lead to inefticienl allocation of goods. Second,
the allocation and prices together are pairwise
stable. That is. the surplus that any linked buyer
and seller could generate by exchanging a good
docs not exceed their joint payoffs. Intuitively.

•̂ ' Since all efficient allocations are unique up to equiv-
alence, tbe auction selects a unique allocation.

no linked buyer and seller, or indeed any coa-
lition of agents, can renegotiate and strike a
better deal.

PROPOSITION 1: Given the link pattern, for
each realization of buyers' valuations, the equi-
librittm allocation of goods is efficient ami the
allocation ami prices are pairxiise .stable.

The intuition behind these two properties is
that, in this equilibrium, a buyer pays a price
exactly equal to the social opportunity cost
of obtaining a good. The price a buyer pays
does not depend on its own valuation, so there
is no incentive not to bid truthfully. In equi-
librium, a buyer ( pays the .seller the valuation
of the "next-best" buyer, that is, the highest-
valuation buyer that would have obtained
a good in I's place. This price is just
high enough so that no competing buyer will
want to offer a seller a higher price. For
example, in the equilibrium described above
for Figure 1. buyer h^ pays the valuation of

A third feature of this model of competition is
that the payoffs in this equilibrium satisfy de-
sirable comparative statics properties of "supply
and demand" in a link pattem. For a buyer,
increasing its access to supply by adding a link
to another seller weakly decreases the price it
expects to pays, and vice versa for a seller. The
payoffs of other agents also change in natural
ways, e.g.. the payoffs of other buyers linked
to the seller with the additional link weakly
decrease. ̂ ^

In our treatment of networks thus far. we have
taken tlie links that connect buyers and sellers as
given. This section demonstrates a model of com-
petition that uniquely associates ".stable" prices
and an efficient allocation with every link patlcm.

^ Tbese equilibrium propenies are well-known features
of Vickrey-Clark-Grove mechanisms. For discussion in
pairwise settings, see Herman B. Leonard (198.1) and Alvin
E. Rolh and Marildu A. Oliveira Sotomayor (1990), Annlher
way tu describe ihis rcstill is that buyers pay the lowest
"Walrasian" price for a tlcarablc sel of sellers. That is. for
any clearahle sel of sellers, there is a continuuin of prices
such that demand equals supply. The equilibrium of the
auction picks out ihe lowest price.

-'Kranton and Minehart (21)(X)a) provides a general
analysis of how changes in the link pattem affecl different
agents' payoffs.
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In the next part of the paper, we turn to the
formation of the network. We wilJ see that the
incentives to form links depend on the properties
of the competitive process.

II. Strategic Link Formation and
Efficient Link Patterns

I '

In this section we examine buyers' strategic
incentives to form links. We consider, in par-
ticular, the relationship between buyers' indi-
vidual incentives and overall economic
welfare. We examine the simplest setting:
buyers choose links to an exogenously given
set of productive sellers.-'*' In a two-stage
game, buyers first simultaneously choose
links. Second, buyers learn their valuations
and compete in the auction specified above.
As mentioned earlier, implicit in this structure
is that the buyers cannot use long-term com-
plete contingent contracts to assign individual
links, future prices, or allocations. We think
of investments in links as long-run invest-
ments in anticipation of short-run uncertain
demand for goods.

In this analysis, we assume that there are
welfare gains when buyers share the productive
capacity of sellers. We call these welfare gains
economies of sharing and assunie that there are
fewer sellers than buyers, S < B. The gain from
fewer sellers arises from the variability of buy-
ers' valuations and the implicit assumption that
productive capacity is costly. (In the next sec-
tion, we explicitly introduce these costs.) To see
why, consider the case of three buyers. If sell-
ers' capacity is costly, it may be optimal for the
buyers to share the capacity of just two sellers.
The capacity could be allocated to the two buy-
ers that ultimately have the highest valuations
for goods. While only two buyers obtain goods,
there is a savings in the cost of one unit of

"In Section III, we endogenize the number of pro-
ductive sellers. Other questions, such as sellers' incen-
tives to build links to buyers are also of interest. The
current analysis can be used to give insight lo such
network formation games. For instance, if the sellers had
uncertain costs und invested in links and if the buyers had
fixed common valuations, then our subsequent analysis
could be carried out identically just wilh buyers' and
sellers' places exchanged. We could also easily examine
a setting where buyers and sellers invest in individual
links.

capacity.^' The same economies of scale un-
derly the '"repairman problem" (William Feller,
1950; Michael Rothschild and Gregory J. Wer-
den, 1979) where agents use repair services
only wben needed. Similar economies are also

exploited by intermediary firms that hold inven-
tories (see Daniel F. Spulber, 1996),'-

In a network, the link pattern determines
the extent to which economies of sharing
are realized. For the economies to be fully
realized in our three-buyer-two-seller exam-
ple, there must be enough links so that which-
ever buyers have the highest two valuations
they can always obtain goods. When links
are costly, it might not be optimal, from
a social welfare point of view, to fully real-
ize the economies of sharing. The gains
from adding one more link need not exceed its
cost.

We consider efficient link patterns, those that
balance the link costs with the expected gains
from exchange. Let W(G) denote the net eco-
nomic surplus from a link pattern G. This net
surplus consists of the maximal gross surplus,
H{G), minus total link costs. Recall that //(G)
is the highest possible surplus from exchange
given the link pattern G, It is obtained from the
efficient allocation of goods for that link pat-
tern. We have

W(G) = //(G) - c

where recall g^j = 1 when buyer / is linked to
seller / and g^j = 0 otherwise. We say a link
pattern G is efficient if it yields the highest net
economic surplus of all graphs."

" If there were three units of capacity and each buyer
always purchased a good, the expected surplus from ex-
change would be MEX' '): that is. three times the mean of
buyers' valuations. If there were only two unils of capacity
and only ihe buyers with the mp two valuations obtained
goods, the expected surplus from exchange would be EX' '
+ EX^\ While this surplus is smaller than MEX'^j,
overall economic welfare may he higher because two unit.s
of productive capacity would be less costly than three.

'• See also Dennis W. Carlton (1978) who assumes that
firms must make irreversible decisions before demand un-
certainty is resolved.

"" Below we derive the structure of efficient link pattems
using the Marriage Theorem.
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Our central question is whether buyers, act-
ing noncooperatively, can form efficient link
patterns.

A. A Network Formation Game with
Exogenous Sellers

We consider the following network forma-
tion game.

Stage One: Buyers simultaneously choose
links to sellers. A buyer incurs a cost r > 0 for
each link. Restricting attention to pure strate-
gies, we describe the links of buyer J by the
vector g, = igii,..., gis)^ where j?,̂  = 1 when
buyer ( forms a link to seller j , and gjj = 0
otherwise. The buyers' links form a link pattern
G,"'"" and we assume G is observable to all
players.

Stage Two: Each buyer /?, privately learns its
valuation, i',, of a good. Buyers compete in the
uuction specilied above. We consider the equi-
librium in which buyers bid up to their valua-
tions, and summarize tbe outcome in buyers'
V-payoffs. A buyer's final payoff, its profit, is
its V-payoffs minus its link cost?;. For /J,, profits

are = Vf(G) - c /= , For
profits are V]{G).

We solve for a perfect Bayesian equilibrium
of this game. In the first stage, a buyer's choice
of links must maximize its expected profits,
given the strategies of other buyers. A buyer
cannot have an incentive to add, break, or rear-
range any of its links. We say a link profile G*
is an equilibrium strategy profile if and only if
for each buyer b,

gT= arg max Vf(g,, g*,) - c
ft

go-

B. Efficient Networks and Equilibrium

We show here our main result: Efficient link
patterns are always equilibrium outcomes of the
game. The second-stage competition for goods

•" Again, we can write this link pattern as the B X 5
matrix G = \gij\.

aligns the incentives of buyers to build links
with the social goal of welfare maximization.
This result is presented below as Proposition 2,

The result follows from our assumption that
buyers compete for goods. In our model of
competition, the resulting allocation of goods is
efficient, given the link pattern. The maximal
surplus from exchange for the network is
achieved. Furthermore, the price a buyer pays is
equal to the social opportunity cost of obtaining
a good. With these properties, buyers' compet-
itive payoffs are exactly equal to the contribu-
tion of their links to economic welfare. That is,
if we remove any number of a buyer's links
(holding constant the rest of the link pattern),
the loss in a buyer's V-payoffs is the loss in
gross economic surplus. The next example
illustrates this outcome. The formal result
follows.

Example 5 [Competitive Buyers Earn Social
Value of Links]: Consider the link pattern in
Figure 3, and suppose buyers' realized valua-
tions are in the order i'| > V2> v^ > V4> v^ >
0. Let us compare the difference in surplus from
excbange and the difference in buyer 3's pay-
offs if we remove buyer 3's link to seller 3.
With this link, in the efficient allocation and in
the auction, buyers 1, 3, and 4 obtain goods,
yielding a total surplus of u, + U3 + 1/4, Buyer
3 pays a price equal to i'^, and its payoffs are
i,^ - D̂ . When we remove the link, buyer 5
purchases from seller 3, buyer 3 purchases from
seller 2. and buyer 4 no longer purchases. The
total surplus from exchange is now r', + T', +
v<,, and the reduction in the total surplus is v^ -
Vy Buyer 3 pays a higher price to obtain a
good—rather than pay a price of i'.;, it now pays
p — i'4. giving it a payoff of 1J3 — V4. The

Si S2 S3

FIGURE 3, REMOVING A LINK
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- v^, and thisreduction in its payoff is ^ ^
amount is exactly equal to the reduction in total
surplus.

Formally, we have:

LEMMA 1: Consider a link pattern G. Re-
move any number of buyer i's links to create
a new pattern G'. The difference in buyer i's
V-payoffs is the same as the difference in
expected gross surplus: Vf(G) - Vf{G') =
H(G) - HiG'). Therefore. n?(G) - nf{G') =

G'

(Appendix B provides proof of this lemma and
suhsequent results.)

That efficient link pattems are equilibrium
outcomes follows directly from this result. Con-
sider any efficient link pattern/*^ and ask
whether any buyer has an incentive to deviate.
The answer is no. By keeping its links in place,
the buyer makes the largest contribution possi-
ble to surplus from exchange, and the buyer
earns all this additional surplus in its V-payoffs.
In an efficient link pattem, this additional sur-
plus exceeds the link costs.

PROPOSITION 2: For any c, each efficient
link pattern is an equilibrium outcome of the
game.

Proposition 2 shows that when buyers com-
pete for goods, networks can be formed ef-
ficiently. This result would hold for any
competitive process that yields an efficient
allocation of goods and in which buyers' rev-
enues are the marginal surplus from ex-
change. Moreover, these revenues are not
special. When buyers have private informa-
tion, in order to achieve an efficient allocation
of goods, buyers' revenues must satisfy this
marginal property. This requirement follows
from Myerson's (1981) payoff equivalence
theorem. Below we discuss further the robust-
ness of our results.

In the next sections we characterize the
structure of efficient networks and show that

^' We will see later that there are generally several
efficient link patterns for each specification of the model's
primitives.

when link costs are small they are the only
equilibrium outcomes of the network forma-
tion game.

C. The Structure of Efficient Networks and a
Uniqueness Result

Efficient link pattems balance the cost of
links with ex post gains from exchange. When
link costs are small, a network should have
enough links so that the buyers with the highest
valuations can all obtain goods. All economies
of sharing should be realized. In a network with
three buyers and two sellers, for example, any
set of two buyers should all be able to obtain
goods. We say such as network is allocatively
complete (AC) and characterize it formally as
follows.

Definition 1: A network of buyers and sellers
(B, S) is allocatively complete if and only if for
every subset of buyers S C B of size S, there is
a feasible allocation such that every b, in S
obtains a good.

A network where all the buyers are linked to
all the sellers is, obviously, aliocatively com-
plete. When c = 0, this network is efficient.
When c > 0. however, this network is not
efficient. As we show next, allocative complete-
ness can he achieved with fewer links.

Least-link allocatively complete (LAC) net-
works achieve all the economies of sharing with
the minimal number of links. Using the Mar-
riage Theorem we show that in these networks
each seller has exactly B - S + \ links. We see
how these links must be "spread out" so that
whichever buyers have the top valuations, there
is a feasible allocation in which all these huyers
obtain goods. There are many ways to distribute
these links among buyers, and some buyers can
have more links than others.

PROPOSITION 3: Ina LAC network of buyers
and sellers (B, S). each seller is linked to ex-
actly _B - 5 + 1 huyers. Each buyer has from
1 to S links.

Example 6 [Least-Link Allocatively Complete
NetM'orks]: Figure 4 illustrates LAC networks
for five buyers and three sellers. Every seller
has B - S + \ = 3 links, as specified in
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S2 S3

(c)
FIGURE 4. LEAST-LINK ALLOCATIVELY COMPLETE NEHAVORKS

Proposition 3. The links are "spread out" among
the buyers so that whichever three buyers in
each network has the highest valuations ex post.
there is a feasible allocation in which these three
obtain goods. The figure shows that three links
per seller is sufficient for allocative complete-
ness. This result is easiest to see in network (a).
The first three buyers are each linked to a dis-
tinct seller. This set of three buyers can then
always obtain goods. The remaining two buyers
are each linked to every seller. With these links,
the Matriagc Theorem is satisfied for any set of
three buyers. Therefore, any set of three buyers
can always obtain goods. To see that three links
per seller is necessary for allocative complete-
ness, consider the possibility (in any of the
networks in the figure) that some seller j only

has two links. This means that sellery is not linked
to three buyers. When these particular three buy-
ers have the top valuafions, they cannot all obtain
gtxxls. and the network is not all(x;atively com-
plete. Note that there is more than one way for
sellers" links to be placed. Buyers may have dif-
ferent numbers of links. From the point of view of
social welfare, however, tliere is no distinction
between these networks.

We identify a range of small link costs where
LAC networks are the efficient networks. For
these costs, all economies of sharing should
be realized. In a network where some set of
S buyers cannot all obtain goods^ there is a joss
in gross surplus of at least (f)~^E[X^^^ ~

5+iB probability ( | )" ' , these S buyers
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have the top valuations, and in this event a
buyer with a lower valuation obtains a good
instead. We show we can eliminate such a loss
with exactly one link.

PROPOSITION 4: //O < c < {i)~*E[X'^~^ -
X ], then LAC networks of buyers and
sellers (B, S) are the efficient networks.

Before retuming to our network formation
game, we discuss some interesting features of
the structure of efficient networks. First, LAC
networks serve as a benchmark for all efficient
networks. For high link costs, efficient link pat-
tems involve fewer links. It is not optimal to
realize all the economies of sharing. Allocations
of goods are constrained, and the networks yield
lower gross welfare than do LAC's.

Second, in efficient networks buyers can be
in very asymmetric positions (while sellers are
in relatively symmetric positions). This may
seem surprising because buyers have identical
demand and production technologies. A buyer
with many links bears a greater burden of pool-
ing demand uncertainty. In an LAC, for exam-
ple, all buyers have the same V-payoffs, but
some have higher link costs. There is a natural
economic interpretation of these asymmetries.
Consider the network (a) in Figure 4. Buyers 1,
2. and 3 are each linked to just one seller, while
buyers 4 and 5 are each linked to all three
sellers. We can think of buyers with one link as
"primary customers" of their respective sellers
and of the other buyers as "secondary custom-
ers." Indeed, the probability that a seller sells its
good to its primary buyer is S/B while the
probability that it sells to one of its secondary
buyers is only \/B.

These asymmetries highlight our result that
every efficient network is an equilibrium. No
matter how asymmetric are huyers' profits, a
buyer with many links is willing to invest in
these links because his V-payoff incorporates
their value to economic welfare. Given the link
holdings of the other buyers, this is the best the
buyer can do."*̂

We next show that for the range of small link
costs discussed above. LAC networks are the
unique equilibrium outcomes of the game."
Therefore, efficient link pattems are the only
equilihria for this range of link costs.

PROPOSITION 5: ForO < c < (f)"'£ [X^^ -
X ], only efficient link pattems, that is,
LAC link patterns, are equilibrium outcomes
of the game.

For this range of link costs, some buyer has
an incentive to add or break a link in any
network that is not LAC. There are two types of
non-LAC networks to consider. First, the net-
work could be allocatively complete, but with
more links than an LAC. In this case, a buyer
would have an incentive to cut a link. We show
that there is always at least one link that can he
removed with no change in the gross surplus
from exchange.•'^ By Lemma 1, if the buyer cuts
this link, its profits increase exactly by c, the
gain in welfare. For c > 0, then, a buyer would
have an incentive to cut this "redundant" link.

Second, the network might not be alloca-
tively complete. In this case, some buyer would
have an incentive to add a link. We know that in
non-AC networks, there is sotne set of 5 buyers
that cannot all obtain goods. When these buyers
have the top valuations, at least one of them will
not obtain a good, even though it values a good
more than other buyers. We show that it is
possible for at least one buyer to add a link and
obtain a good in this event, when it would not
otherwise. Importantly, the huyer can achieve
this greater access to goods without any change
in other buyers' links. The buyer earns a^ainjn
revenues of at least (f)~'£[X'^"^ - X^ ^ ' '^l .
Since a buyer's gain in revenues is exactly equal
to its contribution to economic surplus, it is also
efficient for a buyer to add this link.

D. Discussion of Efficiency Results

We discuss briefly here the robustness of our
equilibrium results. Efficient networks would be

^̂  An interesting direction for future research would be
to explore how buyers compete for these different positions
in a network. Consider sequential link investments by buy-
ers. By investing early, a buyer might be able to establish
itself as a primary customer.

^̂  Although there may be several LAC link pattems. the
equilibrium is unique in the sense that every equilibrium
outcome involves an LAC pattem,

^^ That is, we show that for every AC network, there is
an LAC network that is a subgraph.
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c(iuilibrium oulcomes for any model of compe-
lilion that yields an efficient allocation of goods
iind where buyers earn the marginal surplus
Irom exchange. Models of competition that do
not share these features, however, could lead to
inefficient networks.

First, in a selling where competition does not
yield an efficient allucation of goods, the reduc-
tion in surplus would lead to suboptimal invest-
ment in links. Depending on the features of
compcliUon, more subtle distortions in incen-
tives might also be associated with allocation
inefficiencies. '̂̂  However, absent time delays or
olhcr frictions, we posit that any reasonable
iniuiel of competition should yield an efficient
allocation of goods. Otherwise, some buyer and
seller could renegotiate the allocation and terms
of trade to their mutual benefit.""'

Second, if buyers receive less than the full
marginal value of an exchange, they could have
insufficient incentives to invest in links. Setting
aside the problem of achieving an efficient al-
location, a priori, there could be any split ofthe
marginal surplus from an exchange. In general,
when the split of surplus is less than the share of
investment, there would be underinvestment in
links. This suggests an efficiency argument that
ihc split of surplus should match the investment
environment. The division ofthe surplus in the
auction fits our investment environment be-
cause buyers bear the entire cost of links.

We next consider a more complex network
formation game, where both sellers and buyers
make investments in the network.

III. Network Formation with
Endogenous Sellers

In this section we study network formation
when productive capacity is costly and the set of
sellers that invest in capacity is endogenous. We
develop a network formation game, define effi-
cient networks, and analyze equilibrium out-
comes. We idenfify two reasons why networks

may be formed inefficiently in this more com-
plex environment.

A. The Game with Sellers' Investments

Stage One: Buyers simultaneously choose links
to sellers and incur a cost c > 0 per link. As
before, let g, ^ (g, , . . . . . g^i;) denote buyer i's
.strategy, and let G denote the link pattern.
When buyers choose links, sellers simulta-
neously choose whether to invest in assets that
costs a > 0. This asset allows it to produce one
indivisible unit of a good at zero marginal cost
for any linked buyer. A seller that does not
invest cannot produce. Let Zj = I indicate seller
j invests in an asset and Zj = 0 when seller y
does not invest, where Z = (s, Zs) denotes
all sellers' investments. The investments (G, Z)
are observable at the end of the stage.'*'

Stage Two: Each buyer h, privately leams its
valuation i';. Buyers compete for goods in the
aucfion constructed above. As before, we con-
sider the equilibrium in the auction in which
buyers bid up to their valuafions. An agent's
profits are its V-payoff minus any investment
costs. For fc,. profits are V?{G, Z) - c lf= ,
gjj. For a seller 7, profits are Vy(G. Z) - a if
it has invested in an asset. Profits are zero for all
other sellers.

As previously, we solve for a pure-strategy
perfect Bayesian equilibria. Given other agents'
investments, a buyer invests in its links if and
only if no other choice of links generates a
higher expected profii. A seller invests in ca-
pacity if and only if it earns positive expected
profit.

B. Efficiency and Equilibrium

Efficient networks allow the highest economic
welfare from investment in links, productive

'" Buyers may build extra links to affect their bargaining
position, tor example.

•"' Another future direction tor research would be lo
i.haraclerize network outcomes when sellers also have pri-
vate infomiation over costs. In tbis case, no trading mech-
anism L-an always yield efficient allocations (Myerson and
Mark A. Satterthwaite. 1983).

*' To derive tbe link pattern that results from players'
investments, it is convenient to write the sellers' invest-
ments as 5 X S diagonal matrix Z, where ;„ = I if seller
I has invested, z,, = 0 otherwise (and z,j = 0 for i i= j).
The link pattem at the end of stage one will then be G • Z.
In equilibrium, since links are costly, a buyer will not build
a link to a seller that does not invest, and we will have G •
Z = G.
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assets, and exchange of goods. The net eco-
nomic surplus from a network, W(G, Z), is the
gross economic surplus minus the investment
and Jink .costs: W{G,_Z) = //(G. Z) -
c Sf= , X̂ =̂ I gjj - a S j ^ I ZJ. A network is an

efficient network if and only if no other network
yields higher nei economic surplus.

In contrast to our previous game, here the
efficient network is not always an equilibrium
outcome. Buyers' incentives are aligned with
economic welfare, but sellers sometimes have
insufficient incentives to invest in assets. A
seller's investment is efficient whenever its
cost, a, is less than what it generates in ex-
pected surplus from exchange. The price a
seller receives, however, is less than the sur-
plus from exchange. As discussed above, the
price is not equal to the purchasing buyer's
valuation but to the valuation of the "next-
best" buyer. Each seller's profit, therefore, is
less than its marginal contribution to eco-
nomic welfare.

The next example illustrates that there is a
divergence between efficiency conditions and
sellers' investment incentives when sellers'
costs arc high. When a is sufficiently low, the
efficient network is an equilibrium outcome.
But when a is high enough, sellers will not
invest.

Example 7 [Sellers' Investment Incentives]:
Consider the LAC networks in Figure 4. In
these networks the buyers with the top three
valuations always obtain goods. They are
efficient if the valuation of the third-
highest buyer justifies the link and investment
costs: that is. if a + 3c < E[X^'-^] and c <
(5) ^E[X^^ - X^Y^- In these networks, each
seller always receives a price of X '̂̂ , since at this
price the supply of three units equals the demand
for three units, Each seller's profit is then
£[X^'''l - a, and a seller will invest if and only
if a < EiX*'^]. It is easy to see that efficiency
conditions for these networks diverge from the
sellers' investment incentives. When r = 0, to
take an extreme case, the networks are efficient
for a ^ E{X^^^]. Sellers will invest in assets

when a

a >
'^], but not when

*^ A proof available upon request .shows that, in general, a
sufficient condition for an LAC network with B huyers and S
sellers to be efficient is that (f. a ) be such that a + {B - S +
l )r < EiX'"] and c s ( | ) ^ ^ ^

The problem of covering sellers' costs is a
consequence of the private information and
contractual inconiplefeness in our environ-
ment."*̂  We have assumed that no payments
from buyers to sellers are determined until the
second stage of the game, after buyers realize
their valuations for goods. To cover their costs
at this point, sellers could charge a fixed fee or
(equivalently) set a reserve price in their auc-
tions. But. since buyers' valuations are private
information, any such fee would lead to an
inefficient allocation of goods.'*'* Buyers with
low realized values will not pay the fee; for
some realizations of buyers' valuations, goods
will not be sold. Therefore, in our setting, there
is either an inefficiency in the allocation of
goods (which would distort buyers' investment
incentives) or some underinvestment on the part
of the sellers when sellers' investment costs are
high.

Coordination failure is a second source of
inefficiency in this game. When both buyers and
sellers make investment decisions, there are
many equilibria where not enough investment
takes place. The intuition is simple. Sellers in-
vest in assets only if they expect enough future
demand so that they can cover their investment
costs. Buyers only establish links to sellers if
they expect the sellers to invest. Therefore, the
possibility arises that some sellers do not invest
because they do not have links to a sutficient
number of buyers, and buyers do not build links

"•̂  It would always be possible to cover sellers' costs if
long-term contracts were available. Buyers could commii to
pay sellers for their investments regardless of which buyers
ultimately purchase gocxis. Such agreements, however, are
likely to be diflieult to enforce or violate antitrust law.
These payments might also be difficult to determine. As we
have seen, buyers can be in very asymmetric positions in
efficient networks, and the payments may need to reflect this
asymmetry. The more complex the fees need to be. and the
more huyers and sellers need to be involved, ibe less plau-
sible are long-term contracts.

"̂  This result again follows from the payoff equivalence
theorem (Myerson, 19X1). Since buyers have private infor-
mation, for an efficient allocation of gotxls buyers must eam
the marginal surplus of their exchange, plus or minus <i
constant ex ante payment. TTiut is. buyers must be b<iund to
make Ihe payment regardless of their realized valuations.
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lo these sellers because tbey do not invest. In-
deed, the null network is always an equilibrium
of tbis model.

Such coordination failures may be prevent-
able, of course, in an expanded model of net-
work formation. For example, if buyers and
sellers can engage in discussions or "cheap talk"
prior to investment, they may be able to cotir-
ilinate on the efficient network without any
tormal contracting."*^ Indeed, professional asso-
ciations, chambers of cotnmerce. and other in-
stitutions that fosler business relations may
facilitate this coordination."*''

IV. Conclusion

Tbis paper addresses two fundamental eco-
tiomic questions: First, what underlying eco-
nomic environment may lead buyers and sellers
to establish links to multiple trading partners?
Thai is. why do networks, which we see in a
\ ariety of settings and industries, arise? Second,
should we expect such networks to be efficient?
Can buyers and sellers, acting noncooperatively
in their own self-interest, build the socially op-
timal netwotk structure?

Out" answer to the first question is tbat net-
works can enable agents to pool uncertainty in
demand. Wben sellers" productive capacity is
costly and buyers bave uncertain valuations of
gtxtds. it is socially optimal for buyers to share
ihe capacity of a limited number of sellers. The
way in which buyers and sellers are linked,
however, plays a critical role in realizing these
economies of sharing. Because links are costly,
iherc is a trade-off between building links and
[xioling risk. Using combinatoric techniques,
we sbow that the links must be "spread out"
among the agents and characterize tbe efficient
link pattems which optimize this trade-off.

•''' Fur an overview of the cheap talk literature, see Farrell
iind Maiihcw Rabin (19%), Cheap talk can improve coor-
ilinaiinii. bin ii can also have no effect al all depending on
whkh cqiiilibrium is sek-cied. Amither way to solve coor-
ilinaticii failure is Inr the agents to invest sequentially with
buyers choosing links in advance of sellers choosing assets.
I his speciticalion. however, introduces more subtle coordi-
iialion paibletus as discussed in Kranton and Minehan
I IW7).

•"'See. tor example. Lazerson (19^3) who describes the
voluntary ass(K'iations and government initiatives that
liclpcd establish the knitwear districls in Modena, Italy.

We then address the second question: When
can buyers and sellers, acting noncooperatively.
form the effieient network structure? A priori
there is no reason to expect that buyers will
have the "correct" incentives to build links, and
sellers the correct incentives to invest in pro-
ductive capacity. We identify properties of the
CA post competitive environment that arc suffi-
cient to align buyers' incentives with social
welfare. First, the allocation of goods is efti-
cient. Second, the buyer eams tbe marginal sur-
plus from excbange, and tbus, tbe value of its
links to economic welfare. However, it is also
possible that sellers may not receive sufficient
surplus to justify efficient investment levels.
And buyers and sellers may fail to ccwrdinate
their link and investment decisions.

We find evidence for our positive results in
studies of industrial-supply networks. In many
accounts, buyers are aware of the potential con-
sequence for their suppliers of uncertainty in
their demand. Buyers share suppliers, explicitly
to ensure that suppliers have sufficiently high
demand to cover investment costs. Buyers
"spread out" their orders—reflecting the struc-
ture of efficient link pattems. In a study of
engineering firms and subcontracting in France,
we find a remarkably clear description of this
phenomenon. According to Lorenz (1989). buy-
ers keep tbeir orders between 10-15 percent of
a supplier's sales. Tbis "10-15 percent rule" is
explained as follows: "Tbe minimum is set at 10
percent because anything less would imply a too
insignificant a position in the subcontractor's
order book to warrant the desired consideration.
The maximum is set at 15 percent to avoid the
possibility of uncertainty in the Ibuyer's] mar-
ket baving a damaging effect on the subcontrac-
tor's financial position...." {p. 129).

In another example, Nisbigucbi's (1994)
study of the electronics industry in Japan re-
veals tbat buyers counter the problem of "erratic
trading" with their subcontracters by spreading
orders among the firms, waming their eontract-
ers of shortfalls in demand, and even asking
other firms to buy from their subcontracters
wben they bave a drop in orders. In an inter-
view, a buyer explains: "We regard our subcon-
tractors as part of our enterprise group... . Within
tbe group we try to allocate the work evenly, if
a subcontractor's workload is down, we help
him find a new job. Even if we have to eut off
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our subcontractors, we don't do it harshly. Some-
times we even ask otber large firms to take care of
them" {p. 175). Tbese practices are part of long-
term economic calculation to maintain a subcon-
tractor's investment in value-enhancing assets.'*^

There is also evidence of our less optimistic
results: firms may fail to coordinate on the ef-
ficient network structure, or even in establishing
any links at all. In many developing countries,
there is hope tbat local small-scale industries
can mimic the success of European vertical
supply networks. However, researchers have
found that firms do not always coordinate their
activities (John Humphrey, 1995). There is then
a role for community and industry organiza-
tions, sueh as chambers of commerce, in estab-
lishing efficient networks.

By introducing a tbeory of link pattems. this
paper opens tbe door to mucb future research on
buyer-seller networks. Here we have explored
one economic reason for networks: economies
of sharing. There are many other reasons why
multiple links between buyers and sellers are
socially optimal. Buyers may want access to a
variety of goods. Sellers may have economies
of scope or scale. Sellers could be investing in
different technologies, and buyers may want to
maintain relationships witb many sellers to ben-
efit from these efforts. In many environments, a
firm's gain from adopting a teehnology may
depend on the number of other firms adopting
the technology. Using the model here, a buyer's
adoption of a seller's technology can be repre-
sented by a "link." allowing a more precise
microeconomic analysis of "network extemali-
ties" and "systems competition." Future studies
of networks may give other content to the links.
Links to sellers or buyers may contain informa-
tion about product-market trends, or even com-
petitors. There may then be a trade-off between
gathering information and revealing informa-
tion by establishing links.

Future research on networks could build on to
the bipartite structure introduced here. For ex-
ampie. in addition to the links between buyers
and sellers, there may be links between the
sellers themselves (or between the buyers them-

selves). These links could represent a sellers'
cooperative or industry group. There are many
settings wbere sellers, formally and informally,
share inventories and otherwise cooperate to
increase their collective sales.""* In anotber
example, a product market could be added to
the buyer side of the network. In industrial-
supply settings, the buyers could be manufac-
turers that in tum sell output to consumers. We
could then ask bow tbe nature of consumers'

demand and tbe final product market affect net-
work stmcture.

This paper suggests a new. network approach
to the study of personalized and group-based
exchange. A growing literature shows how
long-term, personalized exchange can shape
eeonomie transactions. Greif (1993) studies tbe
eleventh-century Maghribi traders who success-
fully engaged in long-distance commerce by
hiring agents from within their group. Kranton
(1996) shows how exchange between friends
and relatives and tbe use of "connections" sup-
plants anonymous market excbange in many
settings. The analysis here suggests a link-based
strategy for evaluating such forms of exchange
and interlocking groups of buyers and sellers. In
our study of efficient link pattems, for exampie,
we saw that all agents need not be linked to all
other agents. Sparse links between agents or
across groups, then, may not be evidence of
trading inefficiencies. The pattem may also re-
flect the optima! trade-off between tbe cost of
links and the potential gains from exchange.

APPENDIX A: COMPETITION FOR GOODS IN

BUYER-SELLER NETWORKS: AN AUCTION MODEL

In this Appendix, we develop our ascending-
bid auction model of competition in networks.
We first sbow that it is possible to construct, in
a network, a process of "auction clearing" tbat
is well-defined. We tben construct tbe auction
game and show that it is an equilibrium follow-
ing iterated elimination of weakly dominated
strategies for eacb buyer to remain in ihe bid-
ding of each linked seller's auction up to its
valuation of a good. Tbis argument requires a

*^ For more evidence of the need for suppliers to serve
several buyers, see. for example. Cawthome (1995 p. 48)
and Roberta Rabellotti (1995 p. 37).

•*" For instance, we have seen this phenomenon among
jewelry retailers^n San Francisco's Chinatown, Boston's
Jeweliy Market, and the traditional jewelry district in Rabat.
Morocco.
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proof heyond that for a single-seller ascending-
bid auction. A priori we might think a buyer
conid gain hy dropping out of some auctions at
a price helow its valuation. The auction could
clear at a lower priee, and fewer buyers would
be bidding in remaining auctions. The huyer
could then procure a good at a lower price. The
proof shows this reasoning is false. We end the
Appendix hy proving Proposition I. In the equi-
librium, (i) the allocation is efficient, and (ii) the
altncaliod and prices are pairwise stable.

First, make precise what we mean by "de-
mand is weakly less than supply" for a subset of
sellers in a network. The auction will specify
thai whenever this situation occurs, this subset
of sellers will "clear" at the going price.

As the auction proceeds, there will be in-
terim link patterns that reflect whether buyers
are siill actively using their links to secure
goods. Starting from any link pattern, when a
buyer drops out of the bidding of an auction,
we can think of it as no longer linked to that
seller. Similarly, when a buyer secures a
good, it is effectively no longer linked to any
remaining seller.

In these interim pattems. we will ask whether
any subset of sellers is clearabte. Formally,
consider any link pattem G. A subset of sellers
C is clearable if and only if there exists a
tcasible allocation such that all buyers bj E
IXC) obtain a good from a seller Sj G C (Note
that, by definition, for a clearable set of sellers
C total demand is weakly less than supply (i.e.,
\L(C)\ < \C\) ^-C^y^J. ,

We use Lemma AI to show that there is
always a unique maximal clearahle set of sell-
ers. This set. denoted by C. is the union of all
clearable sets of .sellers in a given "interim" link
pattern. If there are no clearable sets, C = 0 .

LEMMA Al: Consider two clearable sets of
setters C and C". The set {C U C"} is also a
clearable set of sellers.

PROOF:
If C and C" are disjoint, then clearly the

union is a clearable set. For the case when they
are not disjoint, the first task is to show that

sellers in C U C" does not exceed the number
of sellers in that set. To show this, we will add
up the buyers from linked buyers of each subset
and show that the sum cannot exceed \C'\ +
\C'\ - |C n C"\.

Because C is a clearable subset, hy definition
\HC)\ < \C\. Consider LiC U C"). How
many huyers are in this set? First of all, we have
the buyers in HC). Now we add buyers from
L{C"). We add those buyers that are in LiC"),
but not in L(C'). The largest number of buyers
that we can add is \C"\ - \C H C"\. Why? We
cannot add any buyers that are linked to the
sellers in {C Pi C") because they have already
been counted as part of L{C'). So we can only
add buyers that are linked exclusively to the
remaining sellers in C". which number \C" —
\C n C"\. At most \C"\ - \C n C"\ buyers are
linked exclusively to these sellers. If there were
more than this number of buyers exclusively
linked to these sellers, the Marriage Theorem
would he violated for C". that is, there would be
a subset k of the buyers in LiC") that are col-
lectively linked to less than k sellers. So we
have

rhat is, the number of buyere linked to the

which shows that the inequality above is
satisfied.

Next, we show that there exists a feasible
allocation in which all the buyers in LiC U C")
obtain goods. Assign the buyers in L(C') to
sellers in C . This is possihle because C is a
clearable set. Assign the additional \C"\ - \C'
n C"\ (or less) buyers from L(C") to sellers in
the set {CM C n C")}. This is possihle be-
cause these huyers are exclusively linked to
sellers in {C'\(C n C")} and C" is a elearable
set—every subset of k huyers must be collec-
tively linked to at least k sellers and thus all are
able to secure goods.

We now construct the auction game. First,
sellers simultaneously decide whether or not to
hold ascending-bid auctions as specified below.
This choice is observed by all players. Sellers
make no other decisions. (E.g., they cannot set
reserve prices. We discuss the implications of
reserve prices in ihe text.) Auctions of partici-
pating sellers proceed as follows: There is a
common price across all auctions. Buyers can
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bid only in auctions of sellers to whom they are
linked. Initially, all buyers are active at a price
p = 0. The price rises. At each price., each
buyer decides whether to remain in the bidding
or drop out of each auction. Once a buyer drops
out of the bidding of an auction, it cannot reen-
ter that auction at a later point in time. Buyers
observe the history of the game.

The price rises until a clearable set of sell-
ers occurs in an interim link pattern. The
buyers that are linked to the sellers in the
maximal clearable set, /.(C), secure a good at
the current price. If there is more than one
feasible allocation where all b^ G Z,(C) obtain
goods, but where different sellers provide
goods, one feasible allocation is chosen at
random. Note that this rule implies no buyer
is ever allocated more than one good. Remov-
ing these sellers and their buyers from the
network creates anolher interim link pattern.
If there are remaining sellers, the price con-
tinues to rise until another clearable set arises
in further "interim" link patterns. This proce-
dure continues until there are no remaining
bidders.

In this game, a strategy for a seller is sim-
ply a choice whether or not to hold an auction.
A strategy for a buyer / specifies the auctions
in which it will remain active at any price
level /?. as a function of i',, any remaining
i , any remaining buyers, any interim
link pattern, and any prices at which any
buyers dropped out of the bidding of any
auctions.

We solve for a perfect Bayesian equilibrium
following iterated elimination of wealdy domi-
nated strategies. It is a weakly dominant strat-
egy for a seller to hold an auction since it earns
nothing if it does not. For buyers, we have the
foUowing result.

PROPOSITION Ai: For a buyer, the strategy
to remain in the bidding of each of its linked
sellers' auctions up to its valuation of a good is
an equilibrium following iterated elimination of
weakly dominated strategies.

PROOF:
We do not consider the possibility that two

buyers bave the same valuation. This is a prob-
ability-zero event, and we are interested only in
expected payoffs from the auction.

I. First we argue that the proposed strategy
constitutes a perfect Bayesian equilibrium.
Does any buyer bave an incentive to deviate
from the above strategy? Clearly, no buyer
would have an incentive to stay in tbe bid-
ding of an auction after the price exceeds its
valuation. But suppose that for some bistory
of the game, a buyer / drops out of the
auction of some linked seller Sj when tbe
price reacbes;? < u,. The buyer's payoff can
only increase from the deviation if the buyer
obtains a good, so we will assutne that this is
the case. Let seller h be the seller from
whom buyer ( obtains a good after it devi-
ates.

We argue that the buyer cannot lower the
price it pays for a good by dropping out of an
auction early. Tbere are two cases to con-
sider:
(i) Buyer / obtains a good from seller h at

tbe price p. We argue that tbis outcome
can never arise. Consider tbe maximal
clearable set of sellers, C, and the set of
buyers that obtain goods from tbese
sellers UC) at price /5. given buyer /
drops out of seller7"s auction at price
p. Since buyer / obtaitis a good, we

<' bave bj G I(C). At some price just
below p ([ust before buyer / drops out)
the set I(C) is exactly the same.
Hence, if C is a clearable set at p it is
also a clearable set at tbe lower price,

(ii) Buyer / obtains a good from seller h at
a price above p. Consider tbe buyer

' that drops out of the bidding so that the
auction of Sf, clears. Label this buyer b'
and it.s valuation v'. Buyer / pays seller
h tbe price v'. Let 5 denote the set of
sellers that clear at any price weakly
below t''. Seller h is in tbis set. Con-
sider the set of buyers linked to at least
one seller in S in tbe original grapb; we
denote these buyers US). We can di-
vide into US) into two subsets: those
buyers that obtain a good at a price
weakly below i'', and those that drop
out of the bidding at some prices
weakly below v'. Every buyer in the
second group drops out of the bidding
because it has a valuation below t;'.
Buyers in tbe first group obtain their
goods from sellers in 5, because by
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definition all sellers whose auctions
clear by f' are in S.

Now consider the equilibrium path,
where buyer ( does not drop out early
from seller / s auction. Consider the
allocation of goods from sellers in 5 to
buyers in US) from the previous para-
graph. Any buyer in US) that does not
obtain a good has a valuation below v'.
Using this allocation, we could "clear"
5 at Ihe price v'. It follows that the
sellers in S clear at or before the price
Tl'. Since buyer / is in US), buyer /
obtains a good at a price weakly below
v'. That is, buyer / gets a weakly lower
price on the equilibrium path.

To see that a buyer can never de-
crease the price il pays by dropping out
of several auctions, simply order the
auctions by the price at which the
buyer drops out from lowest to highest
and apply the ahove argument to the
last auction. (The argument works un-
changed if a buyer drops out of several
auctions at once.)

2. We now show tbat the proposed strategies
are an equilibrium following iterated elimi-
nation of weakly dominated strategies.

First, suppose that each buyer / cbooses a
bidding strategy that depends only on its
own valuation TI, and not on the history of
the game. That is, buyer f s strategy is to stay
in tbe bidding of auction j until the price
reaches /^,(i',, 7). The same argument as in
part 1 shows that it is a weak best response
for each buyer to stay in the hidding of all
auctions until the price reaches its valuation.
In the parts of the argument above where a
buyer i ' s valuation T'̂  determines the price
at which an auction clears, replace the buy-
er's valuation with the price from the bid-
ding strategy 6^(1'^, 7).

Second, suppose that buyers choose strat-
egies that depend on the history of the game.
These strategies specify that, for some his-
tories, buyers will drop out of some auctions
before the price reaches their valuations
and/or remain in some auctions after the
price exceeds their valuations. There are
only two reasons for a buyer / to adopt such
a strategy. First, by dropping out of an auc-
tion early, a bj allows another buyer k to

purchase a good from ,s-̂  and thereby lowers
the price /?, ultimately pays for a good. We
showed ahove that this reduction never oc-
curs. Second, dropping out of an auction
early or staying in an auction late may lead
to a response by other buyers. Consider any
play of the game in which, as a consequence
of buyer / dropping out. some other buyers
no longer remain in all auctions until the
price reaches their valuation or stay in an
auction after the price exceeds their valua-
tion. Since the population of buyers is finite,
there are only a finite number of buyers who
would bid in this way. Consider the last such
buyer. When it bids in this way. the buyer
does not affect the bidding of any other
buyers. Therefore, it can only lose by adopt-
ing the strategy to drop out of an auction
before the price reaches its valuation, or re-
main in an auction after the price exceeds its
valuation. This strategy is weakly dominated
by staying in each auction exactly until the
price reaches its valuation. Eliminating this
strategy, the second-to-last buyer's strategy
to drop out early or remain late is then also
weakly dominated. And so on.

We finish our treatment of the auction by
proving Proposition I: (i) in this equilibrium of
the auction, the allocation of goods is cfhcient
for any realization of buyers" valuations v, and
(ii) the allocation and prices are pairwi.se stable.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION I:

(i) We show that in equilibrium, the highest-
valuation buyers obtain goods whenever
possible given the link pattern. Therefore,
the equilibrium allocation of goods is ef-
ficient for any realization of buyers" valu-
ations V.

At the price/? = 0 and the original link
pattern, consider any maximal clearable
set of sellers, C, and the buyers in i-(C). It
is trivially true that these buyers have the
highest valuations of buyers linked to sell-
ers in C in the original link pattern.

Now consider the remaining buyers
B\Z-(C), the interim link pattern that arises
when the set C is cleared, and the next
maximal clearable set of sellers, C , that
arises at some price p > 0. We let
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denote the set of buyers linked to any
sellers in C in the interim link pattem. By
definition of a clearable set, |Z,(C')| < |C'|
but for/7 > 0, it can be shown that |
= |C'|.^'' Consider the huyers in
We argue that these buyers must have the
highest valuations of the buyers in B\i,(C)
linked to any seller in C in the original
link pattem. Suppose not. That is, suppose
there is a huyer fc, G B\LiC) that was
linked to a seller in C in the original
graph and has a higher valuation than
some huyer in LiC). For b^ not to be in
L(C'X it either obtained a good from a
seller in C or it dropped out of the auction
at a lower price. The first possibility con-
tradicts the assumption that b^ E B\LiC).
The second possibility contradicts the
equilibrium strategy. So any buyer in
B\L{C) with a higher valuation than some
buyer in LiC) was not linked to any seller
in C in the original link pattem. Thus, the
C'l buyers that obtain goods from the

; sellers in C are the buyers with the high-
est valuations of those linked to the sellers
in C in the original link pattem who are
not already obtaining goods from other
sellers. And so on, for the next maximal
clearable set of sellers C".

(ii) We show here that the allocation and prices
are pairwise stable. Suppose a seller; sells
its good to buyer k and in the original graph
seller; is linked to a buyer / that has a higher
valuation than buyer k. From part (i), either
buyer / purchases from a seller that clears at
the same price as seller j , or it bought pre-
viously at a lower price. Therefore, buyer /
would not be willing to pay seller; a higher
price that seller; receives from buyer k. The
bidding mechanism also ensures that no
buyer that does not obtain a good is linked to
a seller willing to accept a price below the
buyer's valuation. (The fact that the buyer is
not obtaining a good implies that the prices
all of its linked sellers are receiving are
above the buyer's valuation.) There is also
no linked seller providing a good at a lower

**' The proof that |L{C')| = |C'| when /J > 0 is available
from the authors on request. Intuitively, if any sellers do not
sell goods, they are part of a clearable set at /) = 0.

price than it is paying (otherwise the set of
sellers would not be clearable at that price).

APPENDIX B

PROOF OF LEMMA 1:
We show below that for any link pattem and for

each realization of buyers' valuations, a buyer's
payoff in the auction is equal to its contribution to
the gross surplus of exchange. That is, a buyer /
eams the difference between H(V. A*(V, G) ) and
the surplus that would arise if buyer / did not
purchase. Taking expectations over all the valua-
tions, then gives us that a buyer's V-payoff is
equal to the buyer's contribution to expected gross
surplus. The difference in a buyer's V-payoff in
any two link pattems is then the difference in the
buyer's contribution to expected gross surplus in
each link pattem. If two link pattems differ only in
the buyer's own link holdings, the difference in
the buyer's contribution to expected gross surplus
in each link pattem is the same as the difference in
total expected gross surplus in each link pattem.
This gives the result.

Consider a realization v of buyers' valuations.
Suppose a huyer /?, obtains a go(xl in the equilib-
rium outcome of the auction given this realization.
This buyer obtains a good when there arises a
maximal clearable set of sellers C such that b^ £
L(C). Suppose the price at which this clearable set
arises is p = 0. The buyer eams its valuation Vj
from the exchange, and so if this buyer did not
have any links—that is, were not participating in
the network—its loss in payoffs would be v^. Tliis
loss i.s the same as the loss in gross surplus. By the
argument in the proof of Proposition I. in equi-
librium the buyers that obtain goods from the
sellers in C are the buyers with the highest valu-
ations of those linked to those sellers in the orig-
inal graph. When b^'s links are removed, the only
change in this set is the removal of bj. Thus, the
loss in gross surplus is aJ.so simply v^.

Suppose the price at which b^ obtains a good
is some/? > 0. Label the set of sellers that have
already cleared C, and the buyers that obtained
goods from these sellers L{C). (This set of buy-
ers need not include all the buyers linked to
sellers in C in the original graph, as some buy-
ers may have dropped out of the bidding.) By
the proof of Proposition I, these buyers are the
buyers with the highest valuations of those
linked to the sellers in C in the original graph.
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The remaining buyers_ are B\L{C). There is
some buyer b^ G B\L(C) with valuation i'̂
(wj < Vj) thai drops out the bidding and creates
the maximal clearable set C. Let L(C) be the set
of buyers that obtain goods from the sellers in
C. (These buyers are all the buyers linked to any
sellers in C in the interim link pattem at p.)
Note that h/^ must be linked to some seller in C
in the original graph. Otherwise, its bid would
not affecl whether or not Ihe set is clearable. Of
ihc buyers in B\/.(C) linked to some seller in C
in the original graph, h^. is the buyer with the
next-highest valuation after the |C| buyers in
L{C). Otherwise, h,^ would not be the buyer that
caused the set to clear. A buyer with higher
valuation than h^ hut not in LiC) siill remains
linked to some seller in C, and C would not
be clearable. In equilibrium, buyer fo, obtains
the good and pays the price p = v^- Its sur-
plus from the exchange is v^ - Vf.. Now sup-
pose that /', is not participating in the network.
What is the loss in welfare? By the argument
cited above, the buyers with the highest valua-
tions connected to the sellers in C U C in the
original graph obtain goods from them in equi-

librium. When /j, is not participating in the
network, h^ is no longer in this set of buyers. In
iis plaee is buyer b^. This is because we know
that buyer h^ is connected to some seller(s) in C
in the original graph. And, of those buyers in
B\L(C), the buyer h^ has the next-highest val-
uation after the |C| buyers in L{C). So in the
graph without /7,'s links, the |C| buyers with the
highest valuations of those buyers in B\L(C)
includes h^. Therefore, the loss in welfare is
x>i - I'j. The same argument holds for any
realization v in which the buyer obtains good.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2:
This result follows immediately lirom Lemma L

Let G" = ig|\ g'!_,) be an efticient graph. For-
mally, we can write a buyer's equilibrium con-
ditions as follows:

Since the efficient graph G** = (g*', g*!;) max-

imizes W( • , g" ,). the solution to the buyer's
maximization problem is g, = gj*.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3:
By the Marriage Theorem, a network of buy-

ers and sellers (B, S) is allocatively complete if
and only if every subset of k buyers in B is
linked to at least k sellers in S for each k, I s
Jt < 5.

First we show that B - S + \ links per
seller is necessary for allocative com-
pleteness.Suppose for some seller Sj E. S. \lASj)\
^ B - S. Then there are at least B - (B -
S) = S buyers in the network that are not linked
to Sj. No buyer in this set of S buyers can obtain
a good from Sj. Therefore, there is not a feasible
allocation in which this set of buyers obtain
goods, and the network is not alloeatively
complete.

Second, we construct an AC network where
each seller has S - .S' + 1 links: S of the buyers
have exactly one link each to a distinct seller.
The remaining buyers are linked to every seller
in S. It is easy to check that this network satis-
fies the Marriage Theorem condition above and
involves B ~ S + \ links per seller.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4:
Let G be an LAC link pattern and let G' be

any other link pattem whieh fonns an AC but
not LAC network on {B. S). It is clear that
W{G) > W(G'), since H{G) = W(G'), and G
involves fewer links.

Next, let G' be any graph that is not an AC
network and yet yields higher weHare than G.
In G' there is at least one set of S buyers that
cannot ajl obtain goods when they have the
highest S valuations. Label one such set of
buyers S. Below we prove that we can add
exactly one link between a buyer in S and a
seller not currently linked to any buyer in ® so
that for any realization v of buyers' valuations
such that the buyers in S have the top S valu-
ations, one more buyer in S oblains goods in
the A*{v: G") than in A*(v; G'), where G" is
the new graph formed from adding the link.
Therefore, A*(v; G") yields higher expected
surplus than A*(v; G'). What is precisely the
gain in surplus? The lowest possible valuation
of the buyer that obtains th_e jood in A*(v; G")
but not in A*(v; G') is X^^. The highesj pos-
sible valuation of the buyer outside of S that
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obtains the good in A*(v; G') but not in A*(v:
G") is X''^'-^. Thus, A*(v; G") yields an .ex-
pected jncrease in surplus of at least £[X^'^ -
X^ ^ ''^J. Since adding a link does not decrease
the surplus from the efficient allocations for
other realizations of v, and since ( f ) ' is the
probability that the set 3 has the top valuations,
the graph G" yields an expected increase in
gross surplus of at least iS)~^E[}(^^ - X^^^^]
over G'. Hence, for c < (f)" '£|X'̂ -* - X^^ '^^], G'
is not an efficient network. Therefore, there
does not exist any graph G' which yields strictly
higher welfare than an LAC link pattern for c <

To finish the proof, we show that it is
possible to add exactly one link between a
buyer in S and a seller not currently linked to
any buyer in S so that for any realization v of
buyers' valuations such that the buyers in 2
have the top 5 valuations, one more buyer in
S obtains goods in A*(v; G") than in A*(v;
G') . where G" is the new graph formed from
adding the link.

First we need a few definitions. We say that a
set of k buyers, for ^ ^ S, is deficient if and only
if it is not collectively linked to k sellers. A set of
k buyers, for i < 5, is a minimal deficient set if and
only if it is a deficient set and no proper subset is
deficient. For a minimal deficient set oi k ^ S
buyers, the k buyers are collectively linked to
exactly k - 1 sellers. (Otherwise, if they were
linked to fewer buyers, the set is not a minunal
deficient set.) Hence, adding one link between any
buyer in the set and any seller not linked to any
buyer in the set removes the deficiency.

In G', by assumption, there is no feasible
allocation in which the set of buyers 'B obtains
goods. The Marriage, Theorem implies that
there is some subset ^ of /; buyers, ^ C S,
that is not collectively linked to k sellers and is
thus a deficient set. Label S^' the_ minimal de-
ficient set of buyers contained in S. Let NU'S)
denote the set of sellers that are not linked to
any buyer in ®. Add one link between any
buyer in S^^ and any seller in NU'B). Since
adding one link removes the deficiency, ®^ is
not deficient in G", the new graph formed from
adding the link. Therefore, for any ordering of
valuations in which the buyers in S have the
top 5 valuations, there is a feasible allocation in
which each buyer in S ^ obtains a good in G"
but not in G'.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5:
Suppose now that some link pattern G is an

equilibrium outcome, and G is an AC but not
LAC link paitem. A proof available uptm re-
quest from tbe authors shows that ail AC link
patterns have subgraphs that are LAC link pal-
terns. Since buyers earn the same V-payoffs in
any AC (or LAC) link pattern, in G some buyer
has a link that is redundant in the sense that the
buyer can cut the link and not change its V-
payoffs. Since c > 0, the buyer would want to
cut this link to increase its profits. Therefore, G
cannot be an equilibrium outcome.

Suppose some link pattern G is an equilib-
rium outcome and is not AC. Because the graph
is not AC, there is at least one minimal deficient
set S ^ of buyers. By Proposition 4, there is a
link that a buyer /», E ®^ can add to some
seller Aj, and this link increases gross surplus by
(f )" '£[X^ '*-X^ ' ' ' ' ^^1 . By Lemma 1, buyer I
earns this increase in surplus in its V-payoffs.
Hence^ hj has an_ incentive to add the link for
c < il)~*E[X^-^ - X^^^-% This contradicts
the assumption that G is an equilibrium for tbis
range of link costs.

We have shown that tbe only equilibrium
outcomes that are possible for the hypothesized
range of link costs are LAC networks, By Prop-
osition 2, the efficient link pattern is always an
equilibrium outcome, and by Proposition 4,
LAC's are the efficient patterns for this range of
costs. Hence, in this range of costs, only effi-
cient networks (i.e., LAC's) are equilibrium
outcomes of the game.
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